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To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, EDGAR PoHLIG, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Rich 
mond, Henrico county, Virginia, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Dispensing-Boxes; and I do hereby 
declare the lwig to be a full, clear, and 
exact description of the invention, such as 
will enable others skilled in the art to which 
it appertains to make and use the same, 
reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings, and to letters or figures of refer 
ence marked thereon, which form a part of 
this specification. 
, My invention relates to boxes, and more 
especially to that class of boxes from which 
the user dispenses the contents in small 
quantities, and is designed for use with dry 
substances, such as smoking tobacco, toilet 
and tooth powders and the like, and has for 
its object a novel construction permitting 
the contents to be readily dispensed from the 
can or box while held in one hand. 

Referring to the drawings, in which like 
parts are similarly designated-Figure 1 is 
a perspective view illustrating the manner 
of using the box. Fig. 2 is a like view show 
ing theid open and the opening in the front 
wall. Fig. 3 is a like view of a modification. 
Fig. 4 shows the hinged end with a curved 
front wall. Fig. 5 is a fragmentary perspec 
tive of a modified front wall andlocking 
means. Fig. 6 is a perspective of a box 
having a curved front wall. 
wall to enable its use as a 
Fig. 8 is a section of a modification. 

he body of the box, constructed of tin, 
pasteboard, or the like, may be of any suit 
able shape or contour, but when used as a 
holder for tobacco I prefer the usual curved 

ging box. 

body, which when carried in the coat pocket 
conforms to the curvature of the body. Such 
a box is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, where 
the body has curved sides a connected by 
cylindrical or curved front and rear ends b 
and c. Near the top or open end of the box 
is a bead d and in these two figures the dis 
tance between the upper edge of the box and 
the bead is greater at the front wall b than at 
the rear wall c, thus permitting a larger part 
of the front wall to enter the lid than of the 
rear wall. 
The front wall b of the box above the bead 

d has a cutaway portion or opening, here 

Fig. 7 is a per 
spective of a similar box lying a. Ertl 

e 

shown as a slote extending from the upper 
edge of the box nearly to the bead. 

in one or both of the sides, if found neces 
sary, I form a guide-way, here shown as a de 
E. or groove.f, the center of curvature eing substantially the hinge point of the lid. 
This groove.f. is made in the side wall by de 
pressing the body of the metal by a die or 
any other suitable means. If desired, this 
guideway may be a narrow slot, f', Fig. 8, 
when the contents of the box is sufficiently 
coarse grained to permit a slot to be used. 
At the front of the box between the lower 

end of the slot e and bead d I form a 
punched up portion or teat g, designed to 
enter a similar punched-up portion h on the 
lid when the lidi is SE the spring of the 
metal permitting the lower edge of the lid i 
to pass g and g to enter h, thus forming a 
lock for the lid. 
The lid i conforms to the outhine of the box 

and has a front walk of greater length than 
the rear wall l, which latter is hinged at its 
lower edge to the body of the box at the bead, 
preferably, but not necessarily, in the man 
ner shown in Fig. 4. 

In one of the sides of the lid i is formed a 
small depression or stops that enters and 
travels in the groove or slot f. When a slot 
is used this may be a small tangs' of metal, 
cut from the lid or bent inward to engage the 
slot f', Fig. 8. The stop normally engages 
the groove, and the lid is prevented from be 
ing entirely raised by the stop striking the 
upper end of the groove or slot, and thus the 
lid is permitted only to be Plly opened, 
the front wallk of the lid uncovering the 
opening e, as shown in Fig. 1 to permit the 
contents to be poured out or dispensed. 
There are two distinct sy.' in a lig 

front wall and a short rear wall to the lid. 
The long front wall permits the use of a com 
paratively long slot or opening e, thus per 
mitting a comparatively large discharge 
opening, which is of advantage in a narrow 
box, the effective size of the discharge open 
ing being varied by the extent of the lift of 
the lid, and the discharge can be entirely cut 
off by simply closing E. lid. The advan 
tage of a short rear wall is that when opening 
the lid the rear wall l of the lid makes an 
angle with the rear wall c of the box and en 
ters the palm of the hand, so that if the rear 
wall of the lid were too long it would be in 
convenient to operate with one hand, by rea 
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2. 
son of the upper rear edge of the lid project 

too far into the palm. 
ing Fig. 3 I have shown a box having flat 
sides a? the ends b and c however being 
curved, but the bead d that limits the clo 
sure of the lid is straight and, inclined up 
wardly from front to rear, and the openinge' 
instead of being a slot, is a round opening. 
In other respects its structure is the same as 
in Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7, the box has its front 
wall above the bead curved toward the rear, 
as shown at m. 

In Fig. 4 the hinge comprises a tang in in 
tegral with the body of the box, and lateral 
tangs ointegral with the lid, and a pin passed 
through the curled tangs; however, any other 
E. hinge may be used. 
In Fig. 5 the opening e or hole, is sur 

rounded by a bead p designed to enter a similarly contoured embossing g on the lid. 
The bead and embossing serve to lock the lid 
in closed position, and the box has square 
corners and a horizontal bead d. 
In Fig. 6 there is no bead around the open 

inge', and the box is held closed by an em. 
bossing or coiled tang r on the lower edge of 
the front of the lid that takes over the em 
bossed bead d. 
The curvature of the front walk' of the lid 

and the curved front wall m. permit the box 
to be readily opened. 

In Fig. 7 the front wall of the box above 
the bead has several Rig e' to permit the 
powdered contents to be sifted out. 

In order to entirely open any of the forms 
of box shown herein and throw the lid back, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3, it is simply necessary 
to press the flexible side walla or a to move the upper end of the guide-way, groove or 
slot, away from the stops or s', and swing the 
lid on its hinge, the wall of the box being 
thrown out of range of the stop. 
I claim 
1. A dispensing box having a dispensing 

opening in its front wall, a li hinged to its 
rear wall and covering said opening, and 
means to limit the opening of the lid, to nor mally prevent the E. lower edge of the 
lid from passing beyond the upper front edge 
of the box when uncovering the opening, 
substantially as described. 

2. A dispensing box having an opening in 
its front wall near the upper edge thereof, 
and a bead to limit the closing of the lid, in 
combination with a lid having a longer front 
wall than rear wall hinged at the rear wall to 
the box, means formed on the wall of the 
box above the bead coöperating with means 
on the lid to limit the opening of the lid to un 
cover said opening in the front wall of the 
box without uncovering the top of the box, 
substantially as described. 

3. A dispensing box having an open top, a 
dispensing opening in its front wall, and a 

885,874. 

groove pressed into a side wall in combina 
tion with a lid hinged to the box and having depending sides and front and a depression 
in a side registering with and slidable in the 
groove, whereby the raising of the lid will be 
normally limited by said depression striking 
the end of the groove, and when desired the 
side wall of the box may be pressed inward 
to release the depression from the groove, 
substantially as described. 
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4. A dispensing box having an open-top, a 

dispensing opening in one of its walls and a 
guide-way formed in one of the walls there 
of; in combination with a lid hinged to the 
box and covering said opening and top, and 
means on the lid to take into said guideway 
to normally limit the opening of the lid to 
uncover the opening in the wall of the box, 
substantially as described. 

5. A dispensing box haying an open top 
and a bead, and having a dispensing opening 
in one of its walls and a guide-way in one of 
its walls, both above the bead, in combina 
tion with a lid having depending walls and 
hinged to the box, said lid limited in its 
closure by the bead and having a portion of 
the metal of one of its walls entering and 
slidable in the guideway, and means on the 
box coöperating with means on the lid to lock 
the lid in closed position, substantially as 
described. 

6. A dispensing box having an open top 
and a bead extending upwardly toward the 
rear of the box, an opening in its front wall 
and an arcuate guideway in a side wall, in 
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combination with a lid having a long front 
wall and short rear wall connected by side 
walls seating on the bead and a depression in 
one of its side walls entering the guideway to 
normally limit the opening of E. lid Wit. 
uncovering the opening in the front wall, an 
embossing on the box and an embossing on 
the lid, said embossings coöperating to lock 
the lid closed, substantially as described. 

7. A dispensing box of flexible sheet mate 
rial having an open top and a dispensi 
opening in its front wall, in combination with 
alid having depending sides and hinged to 
the rear wall of the box-and means on the 
box normally coöperating with the means on 
the lid to normally prevent the lid from be 
ing raised to uncover the open top and only 
uncover the dispensing opening, the flexible 
sheet material being depressed to disengage 
said means when E. 

8. A dispensing box having a filling open 
ing in its top and a dispensing opening in a 
side, in combination with a closuremovable 
in one direction to open both of said open 
ings and movable in an opposite direction to 
close both of said openings, and means to 
limit the movement of the closure in one of 
said directions, when desired, to open the 
dispensing Ei, only. 9. A dispensing box having an open top, a 
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flexible side wall and a dispensing openin 
in its front wall, in combination with a li 
hinged to the box having a depending flange 
taking over the top of the box and said open 
ing in the front wall of the box, limit means 
in the flexible wall and coöperating means on 
the flange of the lid, whereby said lid under 
normal conditions will be limited to control 
the opening in the front wall and when said 
means are disengaged will uncover the top 
of the box. 

10. A dispensing box having a dispensing 
opening in its front wall, in combination with 
alid covering the top of the box and the dis 
pensing opening, a hinge to connect the lid to 
the rear wall of the box and means to limit 
the movement of the lid to control the dis 
pensing opening, said box and lid curved to 

8 

substantially conform to the curvature of 
the body of the user. 

11. A dispensing box having a filling open 
ing in its top and a dispensing opening in one 
of its walls, in combination with a closure 
hinged to the top, movable in one direction 
to open both of said openings and movable 
in an opposite direction to close both of said 
O sing and when desired to open and close the dispensing opening only, by a 
smaller movement of the closure on its hinge. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my invention, I have signed my name in 
presence of two subscribing witnesses. 

EDGAR POHL.G. 
Witnesses: 

HAsKINs HoBsoN, 
A. THOMAS MosBY. 
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